DEAL YOUR OWN

DESTINY!
Want To Be Heard? Hear from someone
three million listeners tune in to hear
every week! She has interviewed Fortune
500 CEOS and found out their untold
secrets in becoming successful.
Make sure your next conference, meeting or event
includes Kate Delaney on achieving bold, highlevel dramatic results in your professional life.

STRATEGIES TO DEAL YOUR OWN DESTINY:
• Negotiate your way to the top;
let nothing stop you.
• Own your space because this is what
deﬁnes where you are and where
you are going.
• Give voice by interacting with
others with bold conﬁdence.
This is a keynote you cannot afford to miss
because many times we have been given a
predetermined destiny. This is how to play the
hand that you are dealt and still win at the top.

Kate Delaney
katedelaneyspeaker.com

OTHER PROGRAMS:
Influential Listening

Discover the art of focusing on the
conversation so you can connect, build
relationships and create leverage.

What’s Your “WOW”

Communicate what sets you apart from
everyone else. Eliminate self-doubt, doubt of
your business, and doubt of your future. If you
want to close more deals, you need a WOW.

Kate Delaney is an Emmy-award winning journalist, who has interviewed
more than 15,000 people, including U.S. Presidents, top CEOs and Hall of
Fame athletes. As a woman hosting a popular sports radio talk show, she
became the female pioneer in broadcasting.
She currently hosts two nationally-syndicated radio shows each week. On
NBC’s sports radio network, she hosts “The Kate Delaney Show” heard on 210
stations. She also hosts Forbes Books Radio.
Kate’s the author of two popular books, Level the Playing Field and Invade
the Man Cave. Her much anticipated book, soon to be released, is Deal Your
Own Destiny: Increase Your Odds, Win BIG and Become Extraordinary. Kate
has partnered with Forbes on this powerful book and even presented a highly
rated TED talk during the Forbes Insider’s Summit.
Book this fearless speaker, Kate Delaney, for your next event and receive
impactful results!! You will transform your attendees’ mindsets with the tips,
tools and techniques only Kate can offer during this energetic, high-impact
keynote with immediate takeaways.
Some of her prestigious clients include:
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214-335-9441
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